Ilubfdi and the supposed Jaubfdi.
By Morris Jastrow jr.
Ever since the days of OPFERT and MENANT'S translation of Les Pastes de Sargon (1863) the proposition has been maintained that the name of the king of Hamath against whom Sargon proceeded was interchangeably Ilubfdi and Jcfubfdi?} and the conclusion has been drawn from this supposed interchange between Ilu and Jau, parallel to the interchange between D^p^K and ^iiT in the case of the Judaean king (II Kings XXIII, 34 sq.) that among the Hittites, there was a god ίΤ as among the Hebrews, or rather that the worship of the deity Yah was not limited to the Hebrews. DEUTZSCH in his valuable work Wo lag das enters into a full discussion of the subject and adduces further evidence in favor of the supposed general "Canaanitish" character of this deity. In view of the importance of the conclusion drawn from the name of this Hittite ruler, it is rather strange that the reading should have been handed down from one person to the other without a more careful consideration of other possibilities. An examination of the passages in question shows that the reading Jaubf di is anything but certain, that in the contrary it is highly improbable.
The name of the king of Hamath is mentioned five times in the inscriptions of Sargon. Twice it appears {Annals 1. 23 and I R 36, 25) written ι CE m -m= κ 4HF
and three times Pr 33, St I, 33, Nimrud 8 1 )
HF-3ΞΪΪ ^TTT= Κ 4HF
Upon comparing these two names, it will be seen that the part common to both is u-bi-i-di. In the one case we have in the other ^*Ĩ n order to get the divine name Jau out of the second form of the name, it is necessary to add the Hm -to the preceding sign -a manifestly unfair proceeding since in the one case we assume as the second element ubidi while in the second case bfdi\ and in all the discussions on the name, no reason for this variation is assigned.
Clearly the variant must be sought for in the first part of the name and not in the second. It will be admitted that instead of taking ^T" a s tn ® determinative for deity, it is quite as possible that it is an ideogram for which £$: ^FM in the other name represents the phonetic variant. Reading the sign in this way, the question arises what is to be done with the t£i| y following the ideogram? There are two possibilities, either the sign belongs to ilu or it belongs to the second element of the word. On the assumption of the former alternative, it is of course only i) I use the generally accepted abbreviations Pr = Prunkinschrift etc.
possible to read //-/#, in which ia must be taken either as the suffix of the first person or as the emphatic ending which appears in so many Babylonian names -Abdia, Basia, Kabtia 1 ) etc. In fact the proper name Ilia occurs in Babylonian texts, e. g. STRASSMAIER'S Cyrus Texts no. 17, 10. But the objections to this reading are obvious. In the first place the correspondence between the ideogram and the phonetic reading would be destroyed, flu in one case giving way to // in the other; and secondly such a variant as Ilia for //// is unheard of and without sufficient reason. We may however maintain the parallel existing between ££: ]f3\ and ^*T-and take the ia over to the second element. Now, JÄGER in his valuable article on Der Halbvokal i im Assyrischen (Beitr. zur Assyr. I, has shown that the combination of tE and Jy is to be read ya and further more that ia plus // in combination is the manner in which in the case of transcriptions of foreign proper names, the Assyrian scribe represented the sound yu or yo (ib. p. 467). The writing Ja-u-da-aa and Ja-u-ba-zi for Hebrew and 1 1 show that as early as the 8 th century initial 1JT was popularly contracted to yü and then obscured to yo, thus giving yüda and yoä&äz for y e huda and y'ktiäbäz (from original y e Jiüäf}äz).
We are justified then in treating initial iau in the case of the Hittite name in the same way which would give us as the variant to Ilu-ubi di, the form llu-yubi di or -yobfdi. What then does this variant yu for u portend?
HALEVY in an investigation on Hittite names published in Revue des Etudes juives (vol. XV, 184. 202 ) has maintained that the Hittite names occurring in Egyptian and Assyrian monuments are Semitic, and whatever may be i) See for many examples Indexes to STRASSMAIER'S Texts, to the El-Amarna tablets in BEZOLD'S Edition and in the Rev. Sem., vol. II no. 3. said as to the conclusions drawn by him, certainly the Sendscherlii ns.criptions show that in the 8 th century B. C., the language spoken in the Hittite region of northern Syria was Semitic -a conclusion that warrants us not only in seeking Semitic etymologies for such proper names as Panammu (cf. Phoenician DJS entering as an element in the formation of proper names e. g. n^DDD^o), Pisirri (IPS), In-ili (htCVy), Irfyuleni (^ΚΤΙΤ), but also in assuming the existence of the same principles in the formation ot proper names as prevail in Hebrew, Aramaic, Phoenician and Assyrian.
The combination of the divine name htt with a verb as a second element being so exceedingly common in Hebrew, Phoenician and Aramaic (Palmyrene, Nabataean) names, it will appear reasonable to recognize in the element yubidi a verbal form; and while it is true that the perfect form of the verb is generally employed in such combinations, instances of the combination of btf with the imperfect form occur in the Old Testament. Among these Njr iJ (II Sam 23, 32), :ΤΒΠ># (Esr 10, 6 etc.), D^ft? (Π Kgs 18, 18 etc.) are certain cases while others such as yQtt^K» ISJP^K are doubtful, in view, of the confusion that has taken place between yod as the connecting vowel and as the verbal prefix. It is probable too that in such names as 3pJP, *]DV and the like, as testimony coming from Egyptian sources seems to show (see ED. MEYER, Zeitschr. f r ltt. Wiss., vol. VI, p. 5 sq.) the element hti was originally present. All these considerations justify us in regarding yitbidi as the imperfect form of some verb, and whether we conclude with SACHAU, NOLDEKE X ) and D. justly merits to be associated with Hebrew, in either case, we would have the imperfect formed by the prefix i or y. So much being admitted, a very simple and as I trust plausible explanation suggests itself for the variant u by the side of yu in the name of the king of Hamath. In Assyrian according to the well-known phonetic law, the prefixed sound of the imperfect is i and u as against yi and yu (or. yd) of the other Semitic languages. A form yubidi would therefore appear in Assyrian ubidi.
What more natural than that some learned' Assyrian scribe should adapt a name like Ilu-yubidi to the genius of his own language and write it Ilu-ubidil
The temptation to do this would be all the stronger since the first element of the name ilu would be perfectly well-known to the scribe from his own language, and in fact the phonetic writing i-lu is in itself already a species of adaptation due to the scribe's recognition of the identity between the first element of the foreign name and the name for 'god' in Assyrian. That such an affectation of 'comparative philology' as is here suggested did not surpass the intellectual attainments of the official scribes of Babylonia-Assyria is abundantly proved by the existence of such specimens as the learned Cossaean-Babylonian syllabary, made famous by DELITZSCH'S investigation (Sprache der Kossäer, , as the 4 List of gods' published by BEZOLD in the PSBA. 1889. pp. 173-4^3 well as by such references as occur in the inscriptions of Sargon (Annals 1. 273) -the famous bit-bilani of "Hatti" speech -and such a phrase as is found III R 15, col. Ill, 11. 14 -15 (I R 45. II, [24] [25] [26] showing that they were interested in the "pi niti" of other lands besides their own.
If however it should appear that to assume an *Assyrianized' form of yubidi is far-fetched, the variant ubidi could also be accounted for on the score of an inaccurate transliteration of the sounds of the foreign name, for except to a practised ear, the difference between il-yubidi and il-ubidi would appear slight, and if we bear in mind what dreadful distortions proper names undergo in passing from one language to another even among highly cultured people, it is certainly not surprising to find slight variations in the spellings of one and the same name on the part of different scribes.
My own decided inclination is twoards considerable confidence in the carefulness and accuracy of the scribes.
1 ) The explanation here offerred for ubidi is quite independent of any interpretation that may be proposed regarding the stem contained in yubidi, but before leaving the subject, I should like at least to offer a suggestion in this point.
Taking the form yubidi as it stands, it seems most natural to compare it with the form Jjub, i· <?., the imper- ) in the IV th form signifies 'to keep off, and the name Ilu-yubidi on this assumption might either express a wish or represent the very common abbreviation employed in Semitic proper names through the omission of a third element serving as the object of a verb.
That we should find in the region of Hamath a king bearing a name to be explained by a comparison with an Arabic stem is not any more remarkable then that we should find a king ^ΚΤΠ in Arabia proper as well as in Damascus (cf. SCHRADER, ΚΑΤ. II, pp. 207-8). As for the final i in yubidi I regard it merely as a graphical expediency to which as irt so many cases no special significance is to be attached, anymore than to the final vowel in Pa-ba-f}a for Hebrew Π[25 or in Bi-in-di-ik-ri (III R 49, no. i, 1. 32) for Aramaic ΊΓΠ p. It is questionable whether in such cases (as also in many others) the final vowel was intended to be sounded.
Whether the proposed explanation be acceptable or not, the proposition to read Ilu-yubidi instead of Ja-ubidi remains unaffected and with this, a supposed proof of the existence of Yah worship among the Hittites falls to the ground.
II. The point here made has historical bearings of a more general character. Besides the supposed interchange between htf and iT in the name of the Hamath king, DELITZSCH, SCHRADER and PINCHES bring forth other η on -Hebrew proper names in which they claim to have found the deity Yah entering as an element into the formation. Indeed these names form the only historical evidence advanced in favor of the theory that Yah was a 'Canaanitish' i) HAL VT as I observe (Reu. d. ct.jurves XV, p. 202) also sees this stem in the name and calls attention to a name *φ3*1Π " snr un semitique". llubi'di and the supposed Jaubi'di.
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deity whose worship according to some scholars extends even to Babylonia and in fact originated there. If it can be shown that the interpretations proposed for the names in question are erroneous, the entire theory falls to the ground. Let us -take them up in turn. The same initial ia-u as in ia-u-bidi occurs in the name of an Arabic ruler referred to by Ashurbanabal (SMITH, Assurb. p. 283, 87). Although the determinative for deity is wanting in this name, SCHRADER {ΚΑΤ. I, p. 208) has not hesitated to recognize in the first element a trace of the worship of Yah beyond the borders of Palestine. It is evident however that he is not at all justified in doing so and that the element ia-u must be taken as in ia-u-bi-i-di as yu and the name itself is to be read yuta or yota -again a verbal form. Nor is it at all impossible that this name is identical with the Hebrew DHV. The final mem may be a species of mimation of which frequent traces are found in proper names e. g. ujjj?"£· DJp.DV ^D, on? etc.; and ΟΓΓΡ would then be a contraction of yot h a (3 d letter weak) plus m (y tham = y fi ). It is even a greater piece of violence to twist the name yalu above referred to into a combination of Yah and Ilu (^N*P) as both DELITZSCH ( Wo lag das Paradies ·, p. 163) and SCHRADER {ΚΑΤ. I, p. 25) proposed.
As for the names ΓΡΊ-ΪΚ -the famous Hittite mentioned II Sam ii,3sq. -and the Ammonitic chieftain rVSiOi I have maintained, in my article on Hebrew Names compounded with ΓΡ and 1ΓΡ that the element ya in many names represents an emphatic afformative that is to be put into the same category with the numerous names in ia (to be pronounced ya as J GER, ΒΑ. Ι, ρ. 455 showed) found in Old-and Neo-Babylonian tablets, in the ElAmarna tablets (as Afyia, Ilia, Pzdia, Nur-e-a, Ba-ni-ia V, 16 ). This reading is confirmed by Nbk. 70, where we find ya-di-i-iluthe same two elements in reversed position as so frequent in Hebrew names. PINCHES however calls attention also to names on Babylonian tablets ending in ia-ma in which he believes to see the fuller form yakwa or yahwe of the Hebrew deity. Among the examples he gives are Gamar-ia-a-ma, Na-ta-nu-ia-a-ma, Ba-na-a-ma and Su-bu-nuia-a-ma . HOMMEL too appears to hold the same view (Aufs tze und Abhandlungen I, p. 3). But in all these cases the final vowel is again to be regarded as a mere graphical expediency and the ending iam (= yam} is the exact equivalent of the Hebrew CP which appears as an actual variant to ΓΓ in DJ2N the name given to the Judaean king (I Kgs. 14, 31) who is also called n*3K (Π Chr. 11, 2ο). Other instances of such variants are jT2t>o and DD'PO, JTHD and DnD (see my article referred to); the existence of such a variant is in fact one of the ways in which the IT as afformative is to be differentiated from the divine name in names showing this ending. Gamariam accor-dingly is the equivalent of the Hebrew D^i S and a variant for nnjoj (Jer. 36, 10) . So Natanuiam = v?D3 and Subunuyam = DO2tf, again a variant to which is found Neh. IX, 4. As for Banama, the first element Bana is contracted from Bania as ^4/Λζ is contracted from Apla-ia (see JAGER'S article, p. 471) and Hebrew njJ'Q (also written Κ} 1 !?, II Sam 9, 12) from PlJJPtp. To this contracted form Bana, the emphatic m is then added, so that in-this case there is even less justification for taking the second element as the form of the divine name. Lastly Dl'P the son of the king of Hamath mentioned II Sam VIII, ι ο and whose name -a contraction for DlliTmight seem to be an evidence in favor of Yah worship among Hittites is an incorrect reading for ΟΊΠΠ as the LXX and the parallel passage I Chr. XXVI, 25 show. See WELLHAUSEN, Text der B cker Samuelis, p. 175.
m.
Having disposed in this way of the proper names adduced as evidence of a widespread Yah and Yahwe worship it only remains to say a few words about the conclusions drawn by DELITZSCH (Wo lag das Paradies, p. 163) from a supposed form i for 'deity' occurring in Sumero-Akkadian. Probably DELITZSCH himself would be ready now to return to his original position on this point as set forth by him in a note to BAUDISSIN'S Studien zur alttestamentlichen Religious geschickte I, p. 226 -in which he shows how very precarious it is to conclude from an equation in a syllabary i-li Ι 5ρμ I i (var. ia-u) the existence of a Sumero-Akkadian deity /. It is 5ff-ίρμ (and not one HFF-) ^a t in the texts is used for ilu *god', while I or IAU in this class of syllabaries does not re-present a phonetic reading or an ideographic equivalent, but only a designation for the sign, the exact purpose of which still escapes us. Further objections against DELITZSCH'S deductions have been well stated by FR. PHILIPPI in his article 1st ΓΠΓΡ accadisch-sumerischen Urspmngs (Zeitschrift f r Volker psychologic XIV, see especially p. 186) and by DRIVER, Recent Theories on the Origin and Nature of the Tetragrammaton (Studia Biblica I, ; and it is needless therefore to enlarge upon the subject here. So far as the Hebrew names ending in yod are concerned as ^K^Q which DELITZSCH compares with the Sumero-Akkadian /, I trust to have shown in the article several times alluded to, that there is absolutely no warrant in regarding this ending as anything more than a contraction from ΓΡ or as a pronominal suffix, but in no case as an independent form for the divine name.
Pending therefore substantial evidence to the contrary the purely Hebraic character of the deity Yah must be maintained.
IV.
It is more than doubtful whether such evidence will be forthcoming and that for the sufficient reason that the form yah was never popular among the ancient Hebrews and appears very clearly to have been a late and artificially produced form, derived in some way from ΓΤΙΓΡ. Without desiring to enter into this vexed question in detail, let me only in conclusion draw attention to the rare occurrence of Ρζ in the Ο. Τ. As PHILIPPI points out in the article above referred to (p. 177), HJ appears only 44 times. Of these 44 passages, 24 are in connection with •Ί^Π, 2 with ^ίτ and one with ^?ΠΠ. Now it is noticeable that there is an old rabbinical tradition recorded in the Talmudic treatise Pesachim 119% according to which ΓΡ in the formula ΓΡΙ/'ΡΠ is not the divine name, but an emphatic ending, and that the proper translation of the term is "Praise ye with all possible phrase" and not "Praise ye Yak' 1 . What applies to }hhn may also apply to t^nn and ^ΓΡ. As for the remaining· passages, two, n^g^Q (Jer. 2, 31) and n;n?r6tf (Cant. 8, 7), are also regarded by the Massoretic tradition as single words 1 ), and J GER (ΒΑ. I, p. 471-72) has recently pointed out that ΓΡ in these two words as also in ΓΓΓΟΠ (Ps. 89, 9) is an emphatic afformative. In my own article on 'Names in ΓΡ and W, I have shown the existence of this afformative in Aramaic and have added to J GER'S examples ΓΡ3ΓΠ03 (Ps. 118, 5), and called attention also to the great probability that in ,Τ03 (Ex. 17,16), ΓΡ3 (Is. 26, 4. Ps. 68, 5) and even ΠΤΠΟΤ (Ex. 15, 2. Is. 12, 2) we have not a divine name but the same afformative. For all these passages, the LXX favors the latter interpretation, and translates as one word. To these I should now like to add . . as a further instance of the afformative rP^Ji (Jer. 32, 19) "great deeds" (parallel to n^y it will be observed that they are all late psalms and that in all likelihood therefore the use of PTJ as the divine name is dependent upon its being employed as an element in proper names. With the instances in which ΓΡ in proper names is to be explained in this way reduced to more i) See the account of the Rabbinical tradition in GEIGER's Urschrift und than half (i) through the differentiation between ΠΡ as afformative and as the name of the deity, and (2) through the proof (for which see the article in the Journal·) that most of the names with 1ΓΡ or V initial are Hiphil forms and not compounded with the name of the deity, 1 ) my theory as to the character and origin of Yak may be summed up as follows.
(ι) ΓΡ in proper names as an ending arises when it designates the deity by abbreviation from ΊϊΤ just as V initial in proper names arises from 1ΓΓ (cf. ΓΡ3Π3 and 1ΠΜΠ3, ΓΡΓ^Ο and ΊϊτΛο).
(ζ) This form of the divine name ΓΡ has been composed in the case of proper names with ya afformative.
(3) Through the use of ΓΡ in proper names instead of the fuller form 1ΓΡ, the name of the deity was occasionally written in this way in late compositions, the mappik being inserted as a mere distinguishing sign, but the consciousness that the real name of the deity was Yahwe never died out.
(4) Yah at no time became a popular designation of the deity among the Hebrews and its growing usage in post-Biblical time is due to its serving as a disguise (like Adonai, Elohim, Makom etc.) for the sacred tetragrammaton.
(5) There is no evidence for the existence of a deity ΠΙΓΤ, ΊίΤ or ΓΡ outside of the limits of ancient Hebrew settlements or among any other nation than the Hebrews. In this respect BAUDISSIN'S thesis as formulated in his valuable study on Der Ursprung des Gottesnamens ΙΖαω 2 ) (Semi-1) There are upwards of 150 names ending in ,-p or J|n\ Of these I have shown that in the case of sixty the final element is the afformative and of the remainder, many are doubtful. As for "j/T or V initial there are only about a dozen in which this element may with certainty be interpreted as the divine name.
2) The form '/αώ in Greek writers certainly goes back to the full
